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Turmoil in Scholarly publishing
 Market consolidation
 Rapidly rising cost of journals
 Bundling
 Move from print (purchase) to 
electronic (lease)
 Increased tension over copyright
 Scandals (e.g. Elsevier+Merck’s 
Australasian Journal of Bone and Joint 
Medicine)
 Challenges to commercial journals 
(gold and green open access)
 Radical challenges to peer-reviewed 
journals (academic blogs, open peer 
review, …)
Atkins Report (2005)
“The primary access to the latest findings in a 
growing number of fields is through the Web, then 
through classic preprints and conferences, and 
lastly through refereed archival papers.”
Atkins, Daniel, et al. (2005). Revolutionizing science and engineering through 
cyberinfrastructure. National Science Foundation.  
http://www.nsf.gov/od/oci/reports/atkins.pdf
Open Access as a response
 Open Access: TV/radio 
model, where viewing is free 
and costs borne by producer
 Focus is access to peer-
reviewed scholarly research
 Two main types of OA
 Green OA -- Usually preprint 
self-deposit in IR
 Gold OA -- Usually in an Open 
Access journal or journal that 
releases some works as OA
Gold Open Access
 Directory of Open Access Journals now lists 4390 
journals (despite a restrictive definition)
 Many funding models for OA journals exist:
 Free (institutionally or advertising funded), ~ 2/3
 Author pays, typically $500 to $1500/article (generally in 
biological sciences), ~ 1/3
 Hybrid: many commercial journals have “author choice” 
option, if only to comply with NIH PMC mandate
Some examples of Gold OA Journals
American Antiquity LEMIR
BMC Molecular Biology Nanoscale Research Letters
BMC Neuroscience Neural Development
British Medical Journal Oregon Historical Quarterly
eHumanista PloS One
J Acoustical Society of America PMC Biophysics
Journal of Symbolic Logic PMC Physics A
See also
• Directory of Open Access Journals, http://www.doaj.org
• Examples of OA Journals,
http://libweb.uoregon.edu/scis/sc/oajournals.html
Gold Open Access Citation Advantage
 Many studies (not all) show an OA citation 
advantage, e.g.
“Of a sample of 4633 articles examined, 2280 (49%) 
were OA and had a mean citation count of 9.04, whereas 
the mean for TA articles was 5.76.”
NORRIS, M., OPPENHEIM, C. and FYTTON, R. (2008). The citation advantage 
of open-access articles. J American Society for Information Science and 
Technology, 59 (12), 1963-1972. 
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/journal/117946195/grouphome/home.h
tml or http://hdl.handle.net/2134/4083
OA articles cited more often (continued)
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Open Access Citation Advantage: 
Gross Citation Counts (n=4633)
Avg cit./ TA article
Avg cit./ OA article
 Overall OA citation 
advantage found was 
57%
 Eliminating self-, 
journal-citation, OA 
advantage was 65%
 Differences statistically 
significant (p<.001)
 Wide range of means 
across disciplines
Graph source: Norris et al (2008).
Gold OA Cost Advantage
 Some analyses find that if all journals switched to Gold 
OA, overall library savings very substantial
 PLoS Rate = $1350/article
 ($8B annual STM revenue from journals) / (1.5M articles/year) 
= $5333/article avg cost to libraries
 $1350/$5333 = 25% i.e. a 75% savings
[a better estimate on # of articles is 2.5M, in which case 
1350/3200 = 42% i.e. only a 58% savings]
MORRISON, HEATHER (2009). Library savings from full flip to open access via article 
processing fees: about two-thirds savings.  Imaginary Journal of Poetic Economics
(blog), 18 October 2009.http://poeticeconomics.blogspot.com/2009/10/research-
brief-library-savings-from.html
How can a university support Gold OA?
 Faculty education
 Finding aids for authors:  
Directories, e.g. Sherpa/Romeo; 
citation metrics that factor in cost 
(e.g. Eigenfactor)
 Libraries as preservation archives 
(e.g. in IR)
 Libraries as Open Access 
publishers (Open Journal System, 
etc.)
 Institutional subsidies for author 
charges
http://www.flickr.com/photos/mollyali/2
924209043/
Faculty grant programs: Early innovators
 UC Berkeley
 U Tennessee
 UNC
 U Wisc
 Calgary
 Etc.
Compact for Open Access Publishing Equity
 New initiative, 
Sept ’09
 Instigated by Stu 
Shieber, Harvard, 
with support from 
UCB
 Initial signatories:
 Cornell University
 Dartmouth College
 Harvard University
 MIT
 UC Berkeley
http://www.oacompact.org
UO Context:  a variety of OA initiatives
 Scholars’ Bank, our IR
 Faculty Senate resolutions in favor of author’s rights 
(Science Commons authors’ addenda)
 Copyright advice for faculty authors
 ETDs (implementation in progress)
 Programming, e.g. funded faculty to attend outside 
workshops, campus speaker series
 Advising UO departments on OA journal operation (UO 
publishes ~8 OA journals)
 Deposit mandates by Library, Romance Languages Dept.
 Open Access Publishing Support Fund
UO OAPS program time line
 February 2009: proposal originated from faculty in 
Human Physiology, based on Berkeley model
 March 2009: Provost set aside $50,000 for 1 year 
funding to support OA publishing
 April 2009: developed program details, procedures
 June 2009:  announced program to campus 
community
 Oct 2009: have funded 8 papers so far 
Initial program conception
 The Library will be setting aside … $50,000 to support faculty who wish 
to publish in open access journals. Many of you have 
expressed increasing alarm with the rising costs of scholarly 
journals, particularly those published by the commercial sector. It is 
clear to all of us that the current model of scholarly publishing is 
not sustainable, and a new model for disseminating peer-reviewed 
research is essential. Several universities are taking steps to promote 
a more open system. UC-Berkeley has developed an 18-month pilot 
program called the Berkeley Research Impact Initiative 
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/brii/ that can serve as a model for a UO 
pilot. The program subsidizes … fees charged to authors who prefer to 
publish in peer-reviewed journals that are freely available to the 
scholarly community-as opposed to those that are available only 
through costly subscriptions. A pilot project will also yield data that 
can be used to measure faculty interest and fiscal impacts of a new 
model.
JQ’s goals
 Experiment – learn about demand (where are we 
on the demand curve?) and potential issues
 Implement a simple, low cost-per-decision process
 Generate some OA publications to increase visibility 
of UO research (since ceteris paribus we believe 
OA more widely read and cited)
 Raise visibility among researchers of gold OA as 
viable publishing strategy
 Provide more access to research by general public
Implementation decisions
 focus on direct payments of author charges (might also 
pay for memberships, e.g. PLoS)
 OA charges only, not page charges, etc.
 only peer-reviewed publication
 support only true OA publication, not commercial “open 
choice” options
 support both journal articles and monographs
 limit total per item and per requestor
 accept requests from any UO researcher 
(operationalized as having UO computing account)
OAPS Statistics to date
 10 requests submitted (plus several inquiries 
discouraged based on funding guidelines) 
 Most requests submitted at time of paper submission 
to journal
 8 papers funded, 2 rejected; $6319 allocated funding; 
4 published and reimbursed so far
 20 UO authors
 Disciplines: 
 7 science (HPHY 4, BIO 2, CHEM 1)
 1 Humanities (LING)
Observations
 No objections from traditional publishers, though 
not great enthusiasm either
 Interest in OAPS is very discipline-specific
 Most UO authors submitting to higher-visibility OA 
journals – PLOS One, BMC journals, PNAS
 Long lead time between submission and 
acceptance complicates fund management
 OAPS provides leverage for authors to negotiate 
OA fees
Critique – gold competes with green OA
 Stevan Harnad – sees these as distracting from 
green OA.  “on no account should funding Gold OA 
be recommended until and unless Green OA has 
been mandated”
Critique – only one business model
 Peter Suber – sees author-fund subsidies as 
missing the complexity of the current system. “A 
common misunderstanding is that all OA journals 
use an "author pays" business model. There are 
two mistakes here. The first is to assume that 
there is only one business model for OA journals, 
when there are many. The second is to assume 
that charging an upfront processing fee is an 
"author pays" model. In fact, fewer than half of 
today's OA journals (47%) charge author-side 
fees.”
Critique – UO program creates equity issues
 Several faculty at UO have argued that this 
program subsidizes biological sciences at the 
expense of the “monograph disciplines,” especially 
English
Where next?
 Presently evaluating the OAPS program and author 
impressions (e.g. panel discussion Wednesday)
 Will continue current program at least till end of 
calendar year
 Exploring complementary ways to support gold OA:
 Support for UO OA e-journals (advice, archival, …)
 Possible PLoS membership, BMC deposit acct?
 Possible establishment of Open Journal System and/or 
Open Monograph System with UO library as publisher?
Additional Resources
 UO OAPS:  
http://libweb.uoregon.edu/scis/sc/oaps.html
 COPE: http://www.oacompact.org/
 Directory of Open Access Journals http://doaj.org
 Berkeley: 
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/brii/instructions.html
 UNC: 
http://www.hsl.unc.edu/Collections/ScholCom/OAFund
Announce.cfm
 U Tenn:  http://www.lib.utk.edu/openpub/
